MEG Panels: Pre-Delivery Preparation
All MEG panels are shipped from the factory to our Englewood, NJ location (unless other
arrangements are made.) Once your MEG factory panels arrive at our Englewood, NJ facility,
arrangements must be made for panel delivery to its destination point.
The panels can be shipped via:
• Van Trailer
• Flatbed Service
Typically, MEG factory panels are shipped via a 3rd party carrier whose only responsibility is to
deliver the panels. Freight companies do not offer unloading services and do not provide equipment
to assist in this process. The large size, shape and weight of MEG factory panels require that you be
equipped with a forklift and the manpower needed to off-load these large and very heavy panels
upon delivery. If you feel that you are not set up to off-load the panels from a semi-trailer, we
suggest you consider using a flatbed service. Flatbeds offer various access points, making it easier
to off-load MEG panels.
The cost of freight services will vary based on the size of the order and the delivery location. MEG
factory panels should only be delivered to an appropriate commercial facility. Keep in mind that
freight companies usually designate large blocks of time for their deliveries. Make sure you are
properly staffed so you can accept the product when delivered.
The freight terms for material shipments from MEG Inc to the delivery location are F.O.B MEG Inc
location and the Customer assumes all risk of loss from theft, casualty or any other cause once the
materials leave MEG Inc.
Customer is responsible for filing and processing all claims for materials damaged during shipment
from MEG Inc to the delivery location.
PLEASE NOTE: The transfer of ownership occurs once the MEG factory panels leave our
Englewood, NJ facility. MEG Inc is happy to assist you with logistics, however, we will not be
held responsible for the materials once they leave our Englewood, NJ warehouse.
Receiving MEG Panels
MEG factory panels should be inspected upon arrival to confirm the correct product and quantity
were delivered. Please contact MEG Inc within twenty-four hours if there are any errors with your
shipment.
It is recommended that all deliveries be inspected and damaged materials documented, including
photographs, by the Customer before accepting the shipment.
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